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OUR STORY 
Our story began in 1993 reclaiming wood floors and old timbers from 
factories and cotton mills across the North of England. In 1997 we 
began crafting new wood floors to look like old floorboards, using the 
painstaking processes that we learned reclaiming old wood.

Today we are still as dedicated to creating beautiful new wood floors 
as we are to restoring antique wood floors, all crafted from sustainably 
sourced wood, of course.
 
In this brochure you’ll find all of our new engineered handcrafted wood 
floors, our reclaimed wall and ceiling cladding, and our Carbonised 
floors crafted using the ancient Japanese process of Shou Sugi Ban.  
All Woodworks floors are made to order in our Cheshire workshops.
 
To discover our antique and Rare Finds wood floors, please visit our 
website and request a brochure.
 
Whether you’re looking for a floor for your own home or working on 
behalf of a client, we’re able to offer advice on all aspects of your 
project. All of our wood floors are available locally and can be installed 
professionally through our nationwide network of Ted Todd partners.
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CRAFTING 
ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY FLOORS
Protecting the natural world is very important to us and we consider it 
our responsibility to only ever use responsibly sourced wood. If you take 
sustainability and the environment seriously, you will already appreciate 
the environmental benefits that wood floors offer. They are 100% natural, 
renewable, biodegradable, have low VOC levels and a longer lifespan 
than both vinyl and LVT. Not only do wood floors get better with age, 
unlike synthetic floor coverings, they are also plastic-free, so you’ll never 
find them in landfill sites.

A large proportion of the products we work with are derived from 
reclaimed wood and are therefore eco-friendly. Wood flooring that has 
been crafted from reclaimed wood not only gives the wood a new lease 
of life, it also prevents the need for more trees to be cut down.

All of our new wood floors are crafted from sustainable sources that have 
FSCTM, PEFC or equivalent certification. It’s something that’s an integral 
part of our offer rather than an optional extra and is built into all our 
pricing for your peace of mind. 
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HANDMADE 
FOR YOU
Rich in quality and designed to last, our new wood floors are versatile, 
hardwearing and enduring in their appeal. Not all new wood floors are 
created equal and we make no apologies for the fact that we regard our 
handcrafted floors as a cut above the rest. 

The floors within this portfolio have all been crafted by hand in our 
Cheshire workshops from the very best sustainably sourced wood. 
Wood adds pattern and texture, whether used as flooring, wall or 
ceiling cladding. Choose from simple planks that seamlessly blend into 
the background or intricate parquetry to create a design statement. 
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THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED 
ONE-OF-A-KIND FLOORS
Our Editions floors are handcrafted from the very best sustainably 
sourced European Oak, Douglas Fir, American Black Walnut and 
European Larch. Each of these engineered floors is a limited edition.

Choose from over twenty tones including plank and herringbone 
designs in a variety of widths, to add a characterful edge to any interior. 

EDITIONS

Floret Plank
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Winster Plank | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer 

220x20mm - £122.34/m2

Dovecote Plank | American Black Walnut | Naked Skin Lacquer  

220x20mm - £153.54/m2

Peteril Plank | European Larch | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220-300(W)x20mm(D) - From £129.54/m2

Rivelin Plank | European Larch | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220-300(W)x20mm(D) - From £129.54/m2

Breton Plank | Douglas Fir | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220-300(W)x20mm(D) - From £122.34/m2
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Abbot Plank | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £125.94/m2

 
In order to maintain the original patina, our 
craftspeople sand each of our wood floors by 
hand. While this process is time-consuming it 
ensures that none of the natural features that 
make these floors so distinctive are wiped away. 

Aversley Plank | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £125.94/m2
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Otis Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - £122.34/m2 

Coast Plank | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil 

180/220(W)x20mm(D) - From £105.54/m2

Also available in herringbone.

Tolland Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Satin Lacquer | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £153.54/m2
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Hockenhall Herringbone | European Oak | Oilwood Traffic | 500x100x20mm - £141.54/m2

Also available in 100mm, 180mm and 220mm width planks.

Crafted from slow grown European Oak, our 
Manor House herringbone was specified for 
the flooring of this eatery and coffee house. It 
complemented an extensive restoration and is 
sympathetic to the stunning architectural details 
of the building.
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Granary Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - £118.74/m2 

Manor House Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £119.94/m2 Sienna Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - £118.74/m2 

Monroe Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £153.54/m2
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Heath Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £153.54/m2

Espresso Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 180/220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £141.54m2 Pickled Plank | European Oak | Satin Lacquer | 220x20mm - £140.34/m2

Cowdray Plank | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £125.94/m2
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Floret Plank | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £158.34/m2 Ralston Plank | European Oak | Oilwood Traffic | 220x20mm - £158.34/m2
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SUBTLY AGED WOOD FLOORS 
IN A MYRIAD OF TONES
Emulating wood floors that have been walked on for centuries, 
we’ve crafted our Aged wood floors to embody all of the 
characteristics of our favourite antique wood floors.

These Aged wood floors undergo a 24 month ageing process, 
drawing out the beautiful shape, texture and movement that 
make this French Oak so special. 

Choose from plank, chevron, herringbone and parquet de 
Versailles formats, all with a 2-ply engineered construction.

AGED

Quissac Herringbone
Image courtesy of Emma Hicks Interiors, floors fitted by One Wood Floors
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Villes Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £147.54/m2  

Chevry Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £147.54/m2  

All floors in this collection have been crafted from aged Oak.

Although our Aged floors are 
crafted from new wood, the shape 
and texture of the boards gives 
them an antique feel. To create 
this shape, raw boards are left 
to season for up to 24 months. 
During this time the Oak loses its 
tension, the knots harden and the 
fibres settle, creating beautifully 
shaped boards with subtle 
movement and undulations.

Lauzes Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £146.34/m2  
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Champagney Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £155.94/m2   

All floors in this collection have been crafted from aged Oak.

Champagney Herringbone

Miellin Chevron

Miellin Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £155.94/m2  
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Quissac Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £155.94/m2

Assier Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £155.94/m2  

All floors in this collection have been crafted from aged Oak.

Quissac Plank

Image courtesy of Emma Hicks Interiors, floors fitted by One Wood Floors

Velentre Plank, Chevron and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 595x90x20mm | 500x100x20mm - From £146.34/m2   
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Velentre, Quissac and Assier Panel | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 980x980x20mm - £275.94/m2

PARQUET 
DE VERSAILLES

Lauzes, Miellin and Champagney Panel | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 980x980x20mm - £275.94/m2

All floors in this collection have been crafted from aged Oak.Lauzes Plank
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DELIVER CLASSIC ELEGANCE 
WITH HIGH QUALITY, HIGH 
PERFORMANCE FLOORING  
Statement floors with true modernity, these Superwide planks and 
oversize herringbone blocks add an architectural emphasis to any 
interior. Our Superwide floors are engineered and available in 
widths of up to 300mm, perfect for making a big impact in large 
spaces. 

SUPERWIDE

Ecru Plank
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Linen Plank and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 300x20mm | 600x200x20mm - From £154.74/m2

Ecru Plank and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 300x20mm | 600x200x20mm - From £154.74/m2

All Superwide floors have been crafted from European Oak.
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Truffle Plank and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 300x20mm | 600x200x20mm - From £154.74/m2

Sand Plank and Herringbone | Naked Skin Lacquer | 300x20mm | 600x200x20mm - From £154.74/m2

Superwide herringbone 
with a bespoke finish.

All Superwide floors have been crafted from European Oak.
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Sable Herringbone | European Oak | Satin Lacquer | 600x200x20mm - £154.74/m2

Also available in plank.

Ebony Plank and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 300x20mm | 600x200x20mm - From £154.74/m2

Pewter Plank and Herringbone | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 300x20mm | 600x200x20mm - From £154.74/m2

All Superwide floors have been crafted from European Oak.
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HARDWEARING FLOORS 
WITH AN INDUSTRIAL EDGE  
The very best products are a marriage of beauty and practicality and 
our Urban floors are no exception. Rich in texture and designed to last, 
these floors are versatile, hardwearing and enduring in their appeal. 

Choose from plank, chevron and herringbone designs or mix-and-match 
formats to create a standout look. Choose our in-plank chevronTM and 
criss-crossTM planks to add drama to any project. All of our Urban floors 
are engineered. 

URBAN

Dalston Chevron and Plank
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Hoxton and Manhattan Planks | Naked Skin Lacquer | 80-220(W)x20mm(D) - From £125.94/m2

All tones available in 3 plank widths, chevron and herringbone. 

All Urban floors have been crafted from European Oak.

Gaslamp Plank | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 80-220(W)x20mm(D) - From £287.94/m2

Available in 3 plank widths, chevron and herringbone.

Brooklyn and Dalston Planks | Naked Skin Lacquer | 80-220(W)x20mm(D) - From £125.94/m2
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Some of our favourite projects have combined natural 
toned Urban herringbone blocks with the shimmering 
copper hues of Gaslamp. Mix them up or use to move 
between different areas.

Gaslamp and Hoxton
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Gaslamp and Dalston Herringbone | Naked Skin Lacquer | 400x80x20mm - From £141.54/m2

All tones available in 3 plank widths, chevron and herringbone.

All Urban floors have been crafted from European Oak.

Hoxton and Brooklyn Chevron | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 595x80x20mm - £148.74/m2

Brooklyn and Manhattan Chevron | Naked Skin Lacquer | 595x80x20mm - £148.74/m2
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Burbank Plank

Newport Plank

Burbank, Newport and Chilton Plank | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220x20mm - £139.14/m2

Eastside, Wynwood and Yaletown Plank | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 220x20mm - £141.54/m2
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TIMELESS DESIGNS 
AND INTRICATE CRAFTSMANSHIP  
Our Parquetry portfolio brings together exquisite designs and 
architectural statements. Choose from simple squares that showcase 
the beauty of end grain or intricate patterns fumed to accentuate the 
rich patina of the wood. Use these handcrafted, engineered parquet 
floors to make a strong design statement in your next project.

PARQUETRY

Celestial
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Leda End Grain | Oak | Satin Lacquer | 180x16mm - £237.54/m2 Celestial End Grain | Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 180x16mm - £237.54/m2

Deimos End Grain | Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 180x16mm - £237.54/m2

Callista End Grain and Cressida End Grain | Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 180x16mm - £237.54/m2

PEFC/16-37-1594

TM

PEFC/16-37-1594

TM

PEFC/16-37-1594

TM

PEFC/16-37-1594

TM

PEFC/16-37-1594

TM
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Rhine Chevron | European Oak | Unfinished | 595x90x20mm - £115.14/m2

Shown with a bespoke finish.

Schwarz Chevron | European Oak | Unfinished | 595x90x20mm - £129.54/m2

Ringlet Chevron | European Oak | Satin Lacquer | 595x90x20mm - £189.65/m2
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Hillstar and Hermit | European Oak | Unfinished | 980x980x20mm - From £135.54/m2

Coronet and Inca | American Black Walnut | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 980x980x20mm - From £341.94/m2

Jacobin | European Oak | Restoration Oil | 980x980x21mm - £176.34/m2
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Sapphire | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 820x820x20mm - £355.14/m2

Seine | Nature Grade European Oak | Smooth and Unfinished | 380x100x20mm & 140x140x20mm - £129.54/m2

Rosnay | Rustic Grade European Oak | Skip Sawn and Unfinished | 380x100x20mm & 140x140x20mm - £158.34/m2
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FLOORS CRAFTED FROM 
THE FINEST EUROPEAN OAK
Our Superfine portfolio represents the perfect marriage 
between contemporary design and the finest materials. 
Superprime grade Oak is subtle, clean and contains minimal 
knots, sap and colour variation. Superfine is also available in 
a nature grade for a more lively appearance or an extra long 
length superprime for the ultimate contemporary wood floor. 
All of our Superfine floors are engineered.

SUPERFINE

Risso Plank
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Triton, Risso and Caurica Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Velutina, Solarelle and Tugalia Plank | Superprime Grade Oak |  Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Melo, Cowry and Simnia Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Japelion Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Clifton Plank and Herringbone | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm | 500x100x20mm - £165.54/m2  
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(Nerite | Satin Lacquered), Cyphoma and Opihi Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Distorsio, Lyria and Purpura Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Pyram, Volute and Cavoline Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Natica and Babylon Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  

Auga and Jopas Plank | Superprime Grade Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 220x20mm - £165.54/m2  
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NATIVE 
TIMBERS

Galion

Galion | English Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | Random widths x 20mm - £273.54/m2

A HOMAGE TO TRADITIONAL
ENGLISH ANTIQUE FLOORS
Recent visits to historic country houses made us realise just
how wonderful traditional, centuries old wood floors are.
Floors that over time have worn, settled and acquired a rich
smooth patina, that reveal the well-defined natural beauty of
the timber.
 
Inspired by these visits we set out to create new wood floors 
in our Cheshire workshops that emulate the look and feel of 
remarkable antique floors seen up and down the country.
 
The first to launch is Galion, a ‘perfectly imperfect’ new 
wood floor engineered from huge quarter sawn English Oak 
logs. These planks radiate deep warm tones and perfectly 
replicate the elegance and provenance of old English 
Oak floors. They have been skip sawn for a distressed and 
weathered texture, expertly polished to create an original 
patina, and burnished with hardwax oil to enhance the 
natural properties of the wood. 
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Reclamation is at the heart of our business; it’s where we started, it’s 
how we grew and it’s where we learnt the skills required to make such 
elegant wood floors. Reclaimed wood floors deliver history, character 
and reduce environmental impact through re-use, helping preserve our 
forests by decreasing the need for new timber.

The restoration work undertaken is always guided by the nature of 
the wood itself. Every single beam, floorboard and piece acquired is 
carefully assessed and selected by our restoration team before the 
process can begin. 

We choose to finish our floors to look traditionally authentic and in 
keeping with the original patina. Unlike mass produced flooring, our 
reclaimed floors hold their original shape and movement with the 
added benefit of being engineered for today’s use. 

Uncover reclaimed wood floors steeped in history and authenticity 
within the next pages, and discover how reclaimed wood can work in 
your next project. 

RECLAIMED
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WOOD BEYOND THE FLOOR
Interior designers and architects are looking at multi-surface wood with 
fresh eyes, resulting in a resurgence of wood surfaces in both residential 
and commercial projects. Reclaimed wood on walls, ceilings and floors 
brings warmth and personality to a room, whatever the interior style.

This year we’ve introduced new designs to our Bold Surfaces portfolio, 
satisfying appetites for multi-surface wood. Uncover a mélange of 
new tones, textures and patterns perfect for use on walls, ceilings and 
joinery. 

Much of the wood in this portfolio is reclaimed, with hidden surprises 
and vibrant secrets concealed within each plank. Our craftspeople have 
worked meticulously to reclaim this timber, ensuring that it’s restored 
to live another day. The characterful markings that point to former uses 
have been accentuated during the restoration process. 

Uncover the beauty of our Bold Surfaces by requesting samples or 
planning a visit to one of our Design Centres in London and Cheshire. 

BOLD 
SURFACES

Coburn Cladding
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Brodie | European Oak | Unfinished | Widths and lengths confirmed on ordering x 8-12mm - £187.14/m2

Coburn (solid reclaimed Teak) and Brodie (solid antique Oak) suitable for cladding.

Coburn | Reclaimed Teak | Unfinished | Widths and lengths confirmed on ordering x 8-12mm - £158.34/m2

Fable | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | Random Widths x 20mm - £158.34/m2

Engineered Oak suitable for cladding.
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Ceruse | White Washed | Random Widths x 8-10mm - £128.34/m2

Claremont | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 100x10mm 

£86.34/m2

Hip | Pine | Distressed and painted | 150x25mm - £105.54/m2

Ceruse (solid Oak) and Hip (solid pine) are suitable for cladding. Claremont and Eternity (solid Oak) are suitable for flooring and cladding.

Eternity | Pine | Unfinished |  Widths and lengths confirmed on 

ordering x 10-12mm | £89.94/m2

Tempest | European Oak | Restoration Oil | Random Widths x 20mm - £143.94/m2

Engineered Oak suitable for cladding.
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When the lumber arrives at our restoration centre, it’s often in 
thick, large beams dotted with hand forged nails. The nails used 
in the wood offer up fascinating details of the timber’s past life. 
De-nailing the timber by hand is essential to prevent machinery 
damage at a later stage and ensures the wood doesn’t split or 
get damaged. 

Bodega | Restoration Oil | 220x14mm - £167.94/m2

Yarn (solid Oak) is suitable for cladding. Bodega (engineered reclaimed Oak) is suitable for flooring and cladding.

Yarn | European Oak | Restoration Oil | 1300x300x10-20mm - £190.74/m2
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Tully | European Oak | Restoration Oil | 100x10mm - £100.74/m2

Minette | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 100x10mm - £100.74/m2

Solid Oak suitable for flooring and cladding.

Quincy | European Oak | Naked Skin Lacquer | 100x10mm - £86.34/m2 Orleans | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 100x10mm - £100.74/m2

Furniture courtesy of Hill Cross Furniture.

All of the above solid reclaimed Oak is suitable for flooring and cladding.

Fontaine | European Oak | Burnished Hardwax Oil | 100x10mm - £100.74/m2
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Thread | Pine | Painted | Random Widths x 13mm - £100.74/m2

Solid pine suitable for flooring and cladding.

Empire and Capitol | Pine | Restoration Oil | Widths and lengths confirmed on ordering x 13mm - £100.74/m2

Solid pine suitable for flooring and cladding.

Scout and Rivet | Pine | Restoration Oil | Widths and lengths confirmed on ordering x 13mm - £100.74/m2

Furniture courtesy of Hill Cross Furniture.
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A HOMAGE TO ANCIENT JAPAN 
Our Carbonised wood pays tribute to the ancient Japanese process 
of Shou Sugi Ban. Shou Sugi Ban is the intricate process of charring 
wood to produce deep, silvery tones. Our craftspeople produce 
simple planks, geometric squares and more complex circular designs.

This year we’ve introduced new designs to our Carbonised portfolio, 
creating lighter, silvery tones by burning and then heavily texturing 
the material for a different take on Shou Sugi Ban.

Not only is our Carbonised portfolio created using antique 
techniques, the wood used is also antique; we use Elm, Pine and Oak 
to create a flawless fusion of artistic approaches and historic origins.

Discover delicately crafted panels, planks and textures within this 
portfolio, perfect for making a design statement in any interior. 

CARBONISED

Quartz 

Furniture courtesy of Hill Cross Furniture.
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Agate and Hornblende | Elm | Restoration Oil | 980x980x20mm - £268.74/m2

Hematite and Jet | Elm | Restoration Oil | 800x800x20mm | 980x980x20mm - From £283.14/m2

All of the above floors are engineered.
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Quartz Plank | Swiss Pine | Naked Skin Lacquer | 250x20mm - £230.34/m2

Engineered

Moth and Oyster Plank | Swiss Pine | Naked Skin Lacquer | 250x20mm - £230.34/m2

Granite and Lead Plank | Swiss Pine | Naked Skin Lacquer | 250x20mm - £230.34/m2

All of the above floors are engineered.
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We understand that you may have a specific tone, pattern, scale or design 
that isn’t included in our portfolio, which is why we are pleased to work 
together to find something bespoke to you.

Every bespoke order begins with a conversation. Where is your floor going 
to go? What is it you want to achieve from your wood floor - texture, intricate 
design, tone or pattern?

We have unique stocks of raw materials, a dedicated team of craftspeople 
based in the UK, with 25 years of experience dealing with some of the most 
prestigious projects in the world. For more information on construction, 
maintenance and finishes please visit www.woodworksbytedtodd.com

BESPOKE
WOOD FLOORS

You’ll be in good company. Some of our clients and previous projects include:

Burberry Flagship, Shanghai 

Christian Dior, London Flagship Store

Corinthia Hotel, London

Four Seasons, Philadelphia

Google London Headquarters

The Gleneagles Hotel, Scotland

Harrods, London

The Mondrian Hotel, London

National Portrait Gallery, London

Rolls Royce Motors Visitor Centre

The Tower of London Visitor Centre

Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester

Superwide herringbone 
with a bespoke finish.
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ARCHITECTURAL
DETAILS
TRUE LUXURY EVIDENT 
IN THE SMALLEST DETAILS 
From subtle and delicately handcrafted stair nosing to perfectly finished 
skirting boards, we understand that these finishing touches are what set your 
interior apart. This is why we offer a personalised service to ensure that the 
quality of the architectural details that sit alongside your wood floors are as 
exceptional as the floors themselves.

Wood to Carpet Section 

Diminishing Strip

Stair Tread and Riser Set Scotia Door Architrave Skirting Board

Bull Nosing L-section Reducer Door Section

T-door Section Cover Strip Pipe Ferrule

Coast, Editions
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HOW 
TO BUY
Because our floors are handmade to order they take 
between 2-4 weeks from the date of your order to 
delivery. 

As much as we try to give an accurate representation of 
the wood in our brochures, we would always recommend 
ordering samples of your favourite floors before placing 
an order. You can order samples for free through our 
website or collect them by visiting our Cheshire or 
London Design Centres or through your nearest Ted Todd 
showroom partner. 

To locate your closest Ted Todd partner, visit the partner 
page on our website and enter your postcode. Our 
network of experienced partners will be able to organise 
delivery and installation of your wood floor and offer you 
expert advice.  

If you are working with a designer, architect or builder, 
they can work with our in-house team to order directly on 
your behalf. 

All of our floors are available to order for international 
delivery. We offer a door-to-door or UK-to-local port 
service by air or sea freight, with all documentation 
provided as required by local jurisdiction. 

Information on how to buy is available on our website. 
If you would prefer to speak to us over the phone or 
email, we’re here to answer any questions you may have. 

www.woodworksbytedtodd.com

t: 01925 284 495

e: hello@woodworksbytedtodd.com

To discuss your project visit our Design Centres:

Find details of your nearest partner on our website.

London 
Design Centre

79 Margaret Street, 
London, W1W 8TA
020 7495 6706
Open 6 days a week 

Cheshire Design Centre,
Head Office & Workshop

18 Chesford Grange, 
Woolston, Warrington 
Cheshire, WA1 4RQ
01925 283 000
Design Centre open 
6 days a week
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Due to the natural variation in colour and grain structure  
of wood, these swatches should be used as a guide only.

@woodworksbytt

@tedtoddwoodfloors

@tedtodd

@ted_todd_floors

@ted-todd-hardwood-floors

@tedtoddhardwoodfloors

CONTACT US

London 
Design Centre

79 Margaret Street, 
London, W1W 8TA
020 7495 6706
Open 6 days a week 

Cheshire Design Centre,
Head Office & Workshop

18 Chesford Grange, 
Woolston, Warrington 
Cheshire, WA1 4RQ
01925 283 000
Design Centre open 
6 days a week

TALK TO US TODAY AT ONE OF OUR DESIGN CENTRES

e: hello@woodworksbytedtodd.com

North America
(US) +1-866-399-1410
e: james@woodworksbytedtodd.com


